
Euro Series Doors 
Authentic European Design, Made in America
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Swing Door with Tilt/Turn Sidelite

Making an entrance when first impressions count. There's no better way 
to make a positive statement and secure your home against weather and 
intruders than with one of our residential or commercial swing doors.

Whether you want to add visual impact or simply blend in with the style of the building,
a Single Swing or French door will exceed your expectations. Designed to have exceptional 
style, durability, weather resistance and security features, they can transform any room.

The Swing door with Tilt/Turn Sidelite combines the benefits of a swing door with our 
tilt/turn window. The tilt/turn sidelite provides enhanced ventilation and includes a fixed 
screen, while the swing door provides access.

The drawings shown below illustrate just a sampling of additional possible configurations. 
Tilt/turn options allow fresh air ventilation and are available for all inswing configurations.

Single Swing, Swing with Tilt/Turn Sidelite 
and French Doors

Applications: Entry Doors | Patio Doors | Multi-Family | Residential  | Commercial +
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Enjoy the outside inside with folding doors. Our Fold/Slide door system 
offers contemporary style, unique functionality and excellent reliability.

Our Fold/Slide door system provides superior operating performance and smooth integration 
into any architectural style and space. They are engineered using high quality steel-reinforced 
PVC profiles with superior hinge and locking systems that are reliable and secure.

These doors are ideal for any space where you want to create grand views or open up your 
floor plan.

The self-cleaning rollers, along which the doors slide, offer a smooth glide and dependable 
performance with solid design and expert engineering. Choose from two to six operating 
panels in various configurations. The drawings shown below illustrate several options.

2 Sash

Schematic 220

3 Sash

Schematic 321 Schematic 330

4 Sash

Schematic 431

5 Sash

Schematic 541 Schematic 532Schematic 550

6 Sash

Schematic 651 Schematic 633

Fold/Slide Bi-Fold Doors

Applications: Restaurants | Bars | Patios | Sun Rooms | Four Season Rooms +
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Open up your home and create a seamless transition from inside to outside. 
Our Lift/Slide door system will give you additional living space while 
providing protection and security.

A Lift/Slide door will fill a room with light and provide an unobstructed view to the outside. 
Our PVC door system provides state of the art technology tailored to your specifications. It will 
become the central design element of any room. 

High quality hardware is standard on our Lift/Slide doors. The smooth operating handles are 
available in brushed nickel satin finish and polished brass or they can be color-matched to 
the vinyl. By turning the handle a full 180 degrees, the operating panel unlatches and can be 
easily rolled along its track on stainless steel rollers to provide ventilation or egress. 

A two-panel Lift & Slide door up to 20 feet wide can be operated with just 5 pounds of force!

Lift/Slide Doors

Applications: Sun Rooms | Patios | Pool House | Offices / Conference Rooms |  
 Four Seasons Room | Anywhere you wish to replace a wall with glass!
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Komfort Slide and Tilt/Slide Doors

American craftsmanship and European engineering combine to create two 
unique sliding door options.

The Komfort Slide door is a variation of a sliding door. It’s unique hardware and ventilation 
systems are what set it apart. 

The innovative soft close mechanism automatically moves the sash to its closed position. 
Its intelligent stay system allows this door to open and close the sash smoothly and quietly. 

Another unique aspect of the hardware is its all around night ventilation feature. This venting 
element will keep the room safe even if left open in your absence. The ventilation opening is 
not visible from the outside. A natural exchange of clean, fresh air provides a more pleasant, 
healthier environment.

An alternative to the Komfort Slide, the traditional Tilt/Slide Door provides the same smooth 
operation but replaces the night ventilation feature with a tilt position that mirrors the function 
of a Tilt/Turn window.

Applications: Hotels | Balconies | Sun Rooms | Pool Houses | Patios +
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The Advantages
Our European-inspired doors provide a high 

performance commercial grade system that utilizes  

all the benefits of PVC while satisfying both commercial 

and residential structural requirements. With their 

European engineering, our Euro door systems are 

among the highest performing units on the market 

today.

Outstanding Performance

Reliability You Can Count On

Worry-Free Maintenance

Security You Can Trust

Enhance Your Natural Lighting

Eco-Conscious Engineering

Unleash Your Creativity

■	 Provides strength, durability, and worry-free maintenance. 
■	 High-quality gaskets in dual compression seals keep the cold, draft and moisture outside.
■	 High thermal insulation values lead to cost savings by reducing your energy use.
■	 Better CRF (Condensation Resistance Factor) than thermal broke aluminum. Vinyl is 77-81, aluminum is 30-60.
■	 Glass packages range from .25" monolithic to 1.5" triple pane. The standard 1" IG with Low-E/Argon meets 2015  
 ENERGY STAR® requirements in all zones.

■	 Galvanized steel-reinforced frame and sash = 3x stronger than aluminum which helps to qualify these products for  
 use in commercial applications. It also allows fabrication of much larger than typical sizes.
■	 Multiple chamber profile designs provide exceptional insulation and sound abatement.

■	 Vinyl is low maintenance. 
■	 Vinyl provides improved moisture resistance over other frame materials, reducing the risk of mold.
■	 Vinyl, in combination with its multi-chamber design, creates a positive insulating factor, whereas aluminum and steel  
 are conductors.
■	 Interior dry glazed system allows easy glass replacement from the inside.

■	 In order to meet the requirements of any project or remodeling application,	the hardware for Tilt/Turn doors can be  
 designed for different safety and security levels. 
■	 Multi-point locking hardware on all four members of the frame and sash provides security and vandalism deterrence that  
 meets a grade 10 resistance factor.

■	 Euro Tilt/Turn doors can be manufactured in larger sizes, enhancing daylight effect.
■	 Larger openings are visually pleasing.
■	 Natural light is a key feature in good architectural design.

■	 Vinyl has a smaller carbon footprint than wood and 20x smaller than aluminum.
■	 Vinyl requires less energy to manufacture than other alternatives for frames and sashes.
■	 Ideal for LEED building design meeting the 2030 energy effort.
■	 ENERGY STAR® qualified.

■	 Architectural shapes can be provided for most door systems.
■	 Doors can be manufactured with different interior and exterior finishes.
■	 Available in extruded white, beige or clay. 
■	 Vinyl can be painted for unlimited color selections. Our solvent-based paint system forms a bond to the vinyl that   
 prevents cracking and peeling.
■	 Woodgrain laminates give the appearance of rich wood without the maintenance factor and are available for both  
 interior and exterior options.
■	 A variety of designs and finishes for handles are available.
■	 Optional Genius Retractable Screens are available for all our door products.

Standard  
Clay Profile

Standard  
Golden Oak 
Laminate

Standard  
Walnut 
Laminate

Standard  
Mahogany 
Laminate

Standard  
Brown 
Laminate

Standard  
White Profile

Standard  
Tan Profile

Unlimited Color Selections
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